Color Sample Order Form

*Job Name:
*PO #:
*Dealer:
*Date:

* Distressing:†††
*Designer:

* Wood Species:
* Finish:
* Top Coat:
* Color Samples

Solid

Standard:

* Required Fields

Color Sample Specifications:
Type of Doors on Job

None:

Veneer

Notes:

Nicks and Dents: Level 1
Worm Holes: Level 1
Cracks - Frequency: Level 1
Cracks - Severity: Level 1
Rub Through - Edges: Level 1
Rub Through - Flats: Level 1

Custom:

None

- Additional/Updated "standard" color block - only colors from Simplicity, Harmony, Express,
Spectrum, Weathered, or Closet color lines.

Cracks - Frequency:
Cracks - Severity:

$35 - Reformulated color block of an older Davis Mill and Cabinet color.‡ (e.g. - CS10229-FS or 434-F)

Rub Through - Edges:
Rub Through Flats:

$100 - Solid paint (no glaze) recipe transfer - Sherwin Williams or Benjamin Moore only. Direct recipe
translation only, no extra effort to match directly. Potential for 50% credit of color sample cost towards
jobs with 15 frt units or more.§
$250 - Approximate Custom color match. Stain Only OR Glaze Only OR Stain and Glaze OR Paint Only
OR Paint and Glaze color match. DMC may supply you with one color block that was matched or a range
of colors to choose from.††

2

3

Notes:

Worm Holes:

$10†

* Color Matching Services

1

Nicks and Dents:

Biffing on edges:
Wearing on corners:
Hewing:
Other:

$1000 - Exact color match.‡‡ Stain Only OR Glaze Only OR Stain and Glaze OR Paint Only OR Paint
and Glaze color match.

$1250 - Custom matches w/ unusual techniques - Untested, unusual, or experimental finishes. No finish
warranty on these finishes.
$1500 - Exact side-by-side match to existing cabinetry. NO guarantees or finish warranty on these
finishes.§§

* Scope of Job (# of cabinets, freight units, room description, etc):

† Prices DO NOT include freight. UPS freight for color samples is typically $5-$15. Additional Overnight charges may apply.
‡ This is a reformulation only. The recipe will be transferred to into the current finish product being used. Some products (pigments and bases) are no longer

available so conversion will not be possible. On finishes that can be translated, no efforts will be made by the factory to match aging. The recipe will be
reformulated and applied to the sample block. Aging differences can be significant. If new color must match old color exactly, Custom Color Match must be
ordered.

§ Solid paint matches are done using computer software to tell how much of which pigments to add to the base. Sometimes the final product on wood does not

exactly match the color on the paint chip or a latex paint equivalent. No effort will be made by the factory to tweak the recipe unless a Custom Color Match is
ordered.

†† DMC may send a single color if we feel that the match is close enough, or we may send a range of 3-6 options to choose from. Designers are allowed one
"tweak" after the original match or color range for no extra charge. Anything beyond that will push the color into the Exact Color Match category. Finishes in
this category will typically add 2 points to the finish factor for bidding purposes.

Notes:

‡‡ Exact color matching to other manufacturers colors can be problematic. DMC will make all reasonable efforts to match the reference color as closely as
possible with our existing techniques and finish products. Finishes in this category will typically add 4+ points to the finish factor for bidding purposes. If the
color match is used on more than 15 freight units for the job it was designed for, dealer is eligible a credit of 50% of the total price of the color match.
§§ Exact color matching to existing, aged cabinetry is very difficult (sometimes impossible) and can be very unpredictable. Colors can be matched in their
current state, but the new color will age differently than the original color. Noticeable aging can happen very quickly - even as short as a few days. It is
impossible to predict how a particular color will age and appropriately adjust a custom color match so that it will eventually age to match existing cabinetry. NO
guarantees are made on these types of finish matches. DMC will make a door sample to match the reference sample, but for job production we will match the
approved door sample only - no job site reference is needed. Any dissatisfaction and all costs associated with color on the final product will be designer/dealer
responsibility including a) if new cabinetry doesn't exactly match existing cabinetry but is a reasonable match to the door sample or b) if new cabinetry matches
at first but ages differently and does not end up matching.
††† Distressing cannot be specified on “standard color blocks.”

Email to orders@davismill.com
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